TIPS FOR A PROFESSIONAL AT HOME HEADSHOT

1. LOOK YOUR BEST
   When choosing an outfit, stick to solid-color clothing and avoid distracting patterns.

2. FIND THE RIGHT LOCATION & LIGHT
   You want a solid, clutter-free background. Natural light is your friend, but avoid direct sunlight.

3. UTILIZE YOUR SELF-TIMER OR A FRIEND
   Prop your phone with a piece of furniture or a tripod and use your self-timer. Or ask a friend/partner to take the photo for you.

4. VARIETY IS THE KEY
   Try out a few different poses, smile in some shots and stay serious in others, you’ll want a variety of shots so you can pick the best one.

5. EDIT, EXPORT & ENJOY
   Touch up your photo if you feel it needs some touch ups, export it to your computer or cloud storage and then utilize your new headshot!
WHAT MAKES A GREAT HEADSHOT?

- It is framed from the waist up.
- You are facing towards the camera. Eye contact is a key element of a great headshot.
- Your face is well lit. Watch out for weird shadows.
- It is easy to see and is noticeable, even when small.
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